
5 Reasons to get your car detailed   REGULARLY  

1 – PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
Detailing is like any other maintenance on car, it keeps the car looking its best and minimizes interior 
wear.  Most people would never let the interior of their home get as dirty as the interior of their car, 
but think for a moment about the amount of time you spend in your car. You probably also eat and 
drink in your car, causing the inevitable spills. Just like anything else you maintain, it will last longer 
and have more value when it is taken care of.

2 – RESELL VALUE
When it comes to selling the car there is no doubt that a properly cared for car fetches more than 
one that just had the bare minimum to keep it going. When a prospective buyer comes to see your 
vehicle and it’s been properly detailed they will more than likely know you have cared for the car they
are about to buy.

3 - PREVENT INTERIOR ODOR
 Interior odors can be caused from a number of things. Most of these
 causes are unavoidable. Running errands, driving to work, road trips and
 keeping the kids happy are things that happen in everyday life.  One 
 odor, which is avoidable but is easy to identify is cigarette smoke.  Unfortunately, 

most people who smoke don’t notice it as they are accustomed to it over time. If you do choose to 
smoke in your car it’s more important than ever to regularly get the interior detailed.

4 – ALLERGIES & HEALTH
Pollen, dust and pet dander can build up in a car quickly. Someone who suffers from allergies can 
greatly benefit from interior detailing services. Although there is no way to prevent most allergens 
from entering the vehicle but keeping up with the cleanliness can prevent a major issue.  Every 
person that gets in the car has different germs and bacteria. Every time they touch anything they 
transfer something to your car which continues to build up over time. Door handles, seats, dash and 
the center console areas are constantly touched contaminated.  Giving your car’s interior a good 
cleaning on a regular basis will keep you and your passengers healthier as well as looking and 
smelling better.

5 - PRIDE
A clean car looks better and makes you feel better when you’re driving it.
Driving a clean car raises your self-esteem and feel good about yourself. HAVE IT DETAILED AND 
SHOW IT OFF!
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